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resentation of data types is replaced by different representations of the same information, reflecting different quality
levels. This way different quality-related parameters can be
traded offfor one another and for cost; service delivery can be
quality-related and, most important, quality can (and must)
be expressed as constraints on or statistical descriptions of
parameters instead of singular values.
streams:
"passing" multimedia data from one software/hardware component to another is usually different
from passing messages or parameters in traditional software:
the time-related nature and size of multimedia data suggest
continuous connection-oriented another is usually different
from passing messages or parameters in traditional software:
the time-related nature and size of multimedia data suggest
continuous connection-oriented transmission where individual
packets (samples, frames) are forwarded without intervention
of the originator of the overall media transmission; the corresponding kind of connection is usually called a stream.

Multimedia imposes quite a number of specific issues and requirements on software. While system support for multimedia has been seriously investigated for several years now, the
software engineering community has not yet reached a deep
understanding of the impacts of multimedia on their field.
MMSD'96 brought together a representative spectrum of researchers investigating this issue. Four general observations
could be retained from their contributions: 1. distributed
multimedia applications exploit both more long-term potentim and more persistent research problems than multimedia
PC applications; 2. A reference model of multimedia software
is not yet in reach; the large number of models proposed, even
at MMSD, still lack better rationales, theoretic foundation,
and convergence. 3. the MMSD community brings together
people with a "document-background" and those with a "software background"; their views and approaches are still far
from being harmonized. 4. While the multimedia community
struggles for a common understanding among its members, it
is in desperate need of a harmonization with approaches to
distributed software development. In the remainder of this
article, we will review issues to be addressed in the MMSD
context, discuss the contributions made at the workshop itself, and draw conclusions for the state of the art.

s e m a n t i c s : the most far-reaching issue in multimedia concerns the meaning and composite structure of both mediahandling software components (hereafter called media processing elements, MPE) and media. This comprises, among
others, the transition from signal-level digital representation
of media (based, e.g., on pixels, luminance and chrominance
values for images) to "information" (identification of objects,
scenes, action etc.) and the statics and dynamics of MPE. In
software engineering terms, these is theses may be considered
the most demanding ones: especially with respect to the semantics of the above-mentioned "information", a lot of effort
is devoted to extracting these semantics a-posteriori from the
digital signal representation (of. handwriting/image/speech
recognition, video indexing, etc.). However, much too little
effort is devoted to modeling and representing this information
at its origin, as will be discussed in the next section.

1 I s s u e s in M u l t i m e d i a S o f t w a r e D e v e l o p m e n t

1.2 S t a t e o f t h e A r t

1.1 G e n e r a l C o n c e r n s

In order to relate the MMSD'96 contributions to the general
context of corresponding research and development, we will
briefly discuss the state of the art in multimedia software development. We will use the five categories introduced above.
Since this section is only thought as a brief introduction, a
comprehensive overview cannot be given. Rather, a few recent developments will be cited for each of the five areas.

The proper coordination and handling of multiple and (in
part) time-dependent media on (distributed) computer systems imposes a number of particular problems which can be
gathered into five key areas. We will briefly list these key
areas below and discuss their impact on software engineering.
m e d i a t y p e s : the traditional computer-centered basic data
types like boolean and real are complemented by humancentered media types like audio and video. These media type
are complex, diverse, and evolving, as are the operations defined on them.
time and synchronization:
with the advent of timedependent media and multimedia, the notion of time becomes
important for all layers of software; concepts developed in
the context of real-time systems can not be equally applied;
synchronization both within and among media is the most
evident time- (but also space-) related issue.
q u a l i t y o f s e r v i c e , QoS: as media types are closely related
to humane perception, the unambiguous "zero-or-one" rep-

M e d i a : proper handling of media types is a prerequisite for
all kinds of multimedia software development. Problems stem,
e.g., from the large amounts of data involved and from the fact
that new media, formats, operations etc. must be accommodated. The object-oriented approach seems to be ideal for
introducing an open number of new media types, together
with the operations defined. Media class hierarchies promise
to encapsulate formats, operations, standards, etc. Actually
building and implementing a media class hierarchy requires
second thoughts, however. The discriminators for designing
the class tree are not obvious; the reflection of issues like formats and conversions and the smooth integration of devices
as objects must be accomplished. Class interfaces can hardly
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be defined such that all future extensions can be anticipated
(cf. upcoming possibilities like the extraction of a 3D model
of a person from a conventional digital video).
A state of the art example is the class hierarchy as proposed
in the IMA (Intl. Multimedia Association) standard [3]. This
hierarchy exposes several shortcomings of current approaches
as mentioned above: e.g., a class in the hierarchy (such as
"AVXwindowDevice") is often a rather odd mixture of multiple inheritances and aggregations, and formats and devices
are more central to programming than the actual media.
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response to events. E.g., a reactive object might control a
chain of active objects (producers, transformers, consumers)
and decide, based on the state of the active objects, whether
they should continue to process a multimedia data sample or
drop it. In addition to method interfaces, the object model
for active/reactive objects must comprise states, constraints,
and events. The approach proposed makes it possible to define a border line between guaranteed and non-guaranteed
multimedia performance (reactive and active objects). The
value of synchronous programming is not unanimously appreciated, however, in part because of the need for specialized
languages and systems, in part since it does not yet provide
much of a clue to the overall 'suitability' of a software configuration (e.g., as to the above-mentioned missed/met deadline ratio). Nevertheless, reactive objects currently represent
probably the most advanced approach to coping with time in
media.

.

Multimedia synchronization concerns both an inter-object aspect ("smooth delivery of samples") and an intra-object aspect (parallel and serial play-out schemes for multiple media 'tracks'). Synchronization also concerns both time (as
Stream
"-just indicated) and space (arrangement of visual media on a
common presentation device such as a monitor), yet research
F i g u r e 1. I M A class h i e r a r c h y , e x c e r p t
has concentrated a lot on the time-related problems. While
The most pertinent shortcoming of such class hierarchies is the adequate delivery of synchronized multimedia presentathe fact that the whole design rationale is oriented towards tions (i.e., smooth and coordinated playout) is considered
technology instead of semantics (of. 1.2): if "audio" and an operating and communication system issue, the proper
"text" are first-class objects, how can a software engineer specification (modeling) of multimedia synchronization is a
model a conversation among teleconference participants in- software engineering one. Several categories of such moddependent of the technology used to exchange messages?
els have been proposed. Off-the-shelf multimedia authoring
T i m e a n d s y n c h r o n i z a t i o n : Up to now, a satisfactory tools often use a common time axis as the means for speci"time" model for multimedia software development has not fying duration and relative ordering of media tracks. Many
been found. Most known approaches in this area are based other approaches exist, such as scripts (powerful but difficult
on (thread-, process- or system-wide) clocks, similar to the to handle by non-programmers), hierarchical synchronization
approaches to traditional real-time programming. The re- trees and event tables (both do not scale up very well), fisuiting "interrupt-based" programming style is known to be nite coordinate systems (cf. HyTime[7]; they cover spatial
tedious. As - in contrast to traditional real-time software - synchronization, but have been criticized wrt. unpredictable
missing a deadline can be tolerated to a certain extend, a mul- duration and intuitiveness), and PetriNet-related approaches
timedia programmer has a great interest in details about the such as OPCN [4] (the formal background enables automatic
"missed/met deadline ratio". The clock-based programming inspection/verification, but threatens intuitiveness).
model makes it close to impossible to receive such informa- While it also has been found inferior to the others in certain
tion. A different approach, synchronous programming, usually respects. These drawbacks have mostly been addressed in the
requires programs that are written as finite state machines in MODE model [1]: it supports a) objects of non-predictable
special 'predictable' programming language. For these reac- duration (e.g., user input); b) intra-object synchronization; c)
tive programs, maximum state transition times can be com- different levels of synchrony between parallel tracks (consider,
puted, and in consequence, the overall system response time e.g., a video track with lip-synchronous audio vs. background
can be computed and compared to a given mean event inter- music audio); d) user-level exceptions if synchronization deadarrival time (remember that for continuous media, the number lines are not met; and e) object integrity (for some of the
of events per time unit is often known in advance). Thus, syn- other approaches, certain synchronization constellations may
chronous programming allows to check in advance whether or require the fragmentation of logically coherent media objects
not the components of a program will meet their deadlines. into 'meaningless' pieces).
At the Lancaster University Distributed Multimedia Laboratory, reactive objects (objects defined using the synchronous Q u a l i t y - o f - S e r v i c e ( Q o S ) : QoS concerns all software levels
programming concepts) are investigated as a complement to as an orthogonal aspect. User-level QoS, for instance, concerns aspects of human perception. Since requirements at
active objects (=objects with threads) [8]. In the multimedia
context, reactive objects might be used to guarantee timely this level are hard to quantify, recent publications have proposed a "QoS-by-example" approach [10]. Media level QoS
h
/
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in contrast (which is best understood today) reflects communications issues (end-to-end delay, bit and packet error rate,
etc.), issues of the overall processing chain (jitter i.e., relative
distortion of continuous-media samples etc.), issues of the individual media (such as, for video, frame rate and resolution,
speed ratio etc.), and others (which can in part be expressed
as combinations of the above-mentioned ones). QoS modeling
and handling is particularly difficult since QoS parameters a)
represent statistical values may (mean, min./max., standard
deviation, burst lengths, etc.) b) must often be negotiated
between users, applications, and different service-providing
components, and c) can usually not be f~tlly guaranteed today
due to a lack of system support.
QoS considerations in software engineering are in a very premature state. Some APIs have just added QoS-related parameters to the parameter lists of APIs (or to method calls
of foundation classes, f o r object-oriented approaches); they
obviously do not reflect the above-listed problems very well.
The above-mentioned IMA standard [3] provides only rudimentary solutions to these problems, too: only three QoS
parameters (delay, jitter, bandwidth) are considered at all;
the statistical nature of these can only be reflected by indicating an accepted bandwidth (min. and max. values); the
co-existence of QoS-supporting and QoS-unaware middleware
can be reflected by choosing among three guarantee levels.
A number of research projects have investigated applicationtransparent QoS optimization and negotiation.
The
above-mentioned MODE system [1] provides distributiontransparent multimedia objects; this means that programmers do not have to worry about the location of media
and about the distinction of local vs. remote method calls.
MODE retrieves the characteristics and location of relevant
media objects and presentation devices from network-wide resource files and by looking at the application specific media
classes (inherited from system-defined meta-classes). Based
on this information, a planning/execution process is triggered which establishes the processing chain from information sources to sinks via transformation steps (such as compression/decompression ); this process comprises all necessary
QoS negotiation between the components involved.
S t r e a m s : the stream concepts proposed in the literature often refer to a simple point-to-point channel between a sender
and a receiver of multimedia data, thereby relieving the mainstream sender/receiver specification from details of the continuous transmission of samples (video frames, audio blocks
etc.). In the object-oriented context, method calls are usually
introduced for stream management (setup, disconnection, ...)
and manipulation (pause, ffd, ...). We will refer to the IMA
approach again as an example IMA has defined an elaborate
stream model; in the model, the interconnected processing
elements consist of an aggregate object with virtual devices,
formats and ports; the interconnection is achieved via the
object class 'virtual connection'; several other objects are involved in a stream definition. As fig. 2 illustrates, the IMA
stream approach involves quite a number of predefined objects in order to obtain a single point-to-point stream - - this
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concept appears to be rather overloaded.
Future directions in research about streams comprise a) support for multihop, multicast topologies (already investigated
in several projects); b) two-tiered approaches where "system level" configurations (network connections, specific devices and location) and "application level" configurations (involving abstract resources and user-defined processing elements) can be distinguished (of. "semantics" below); and
c) a harmonization of the object-oriented with the hypermedia paradigm. This third item seems to be appealing because
object-orientation is well suited for specifying processing elements whereas hypermedia is well suited for structuring multimedia information on different levels of semantics; most interesting, hypermedia emphasizes "links" between objects, a
concept that may be extended to accommodate streams much
better than the plain object-oriented solutions known today.

C

F i g u r e 2. I M A s t r e a m e x a m p l e
S e m a n t i c s : for this vast field of research, we can not in all
cases report sample solutions for the sake of space. Rather,
general comments will be given as to the areas which are emphasized or neglected in present research activities. As discussed in section 1.1, the following major aspects of semantics
can be distinguished:
1. Semantics of MPE (multimedia processing elements,
i.e. application programs/modules but also streams and
system-defined modules, resources, and devices):
la. MPE categories such as "live media producer",
"stored media retrieval component" etc., with the
goal to support component-based programming or
compiler-level checks/adaptations of the compatibility of connected MPEs, but also as a basis for appropriate runtime support. As section 2 will show,
this area is well recognized as a topic of research
(cf. also [9], [5], [2]).
lb. MPE configuration i.e., means for specifying both
static combination of MPEs (modules / streams)
into an application and dynamic configuration
changes.
Many publications exist about the
static aspect, whereas research on dynamic changes
seems to be lagging behind, neglecting even the
state reached in research about distributed applications.
lc. MPE dynamics: as in software engineering in general, the design-time description of the functionality i.e., dynamics of MPE has been much less
emphasized than their static nature.
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ld. Multi-tiered approaches for the distinction of several abstraction layers in multimedia applications (such as: system-level, framework-level,
application-level, "scenario-of-use" level) and for
their coordination (e.g., with respect to QoS). Few
and rather disjunct publications exist about this
topic (cf., e.g., [6]), a common understanding appears to be far away however.
2. Semantics of multimedia data:
2a. contezt of origini.e, information about the context
in which media are captured (time, physical location such as "A's office", "GPS coordinates XYZ"
etc.; scenario such as "conversation between X and
Y"; operations on capturing devices such "pan";
etc.); in a vision where computer-controlled capturing devices (e.g., full-digital cameras) are used
and media capturing becomes part of an integrated
software solution, this context of origin can be in
part specified at software development time and
in part automatically recognized at runtime. As
mentioned in section 1.1, this issue is much less
emphasized in present research as the issue 2b below.
2b. meaning as a deliberately fuzzy term denoting
several levels of semantics such as those recognized a-posteriori by today's computer-perception
software (handwriting recognition, video content
analysis etc.), those expressed a-priori in (maybe
hypermedia-based) semantic networks, and many
others. Much research is devoted to individual aposteriori recognition and a-priori modeling issues,
but there is little work on the urgently needed support for mapping high-level semantics automatically and flexibly onto different representations i.e.,
different media (e.g., "on-line help" mapped flexibly onto "audio", "text" etc., depending on the
runtime context).
2 MMSD'96 contributions
Given the above introduction to the problems of and existing
contributions to multimedia software development, the discussion of the individual workshop contributions can be rather
compact. All contributions discussed below can be found in
the workshop proceedings [11].
Day one of the workshop was totally devoted to architectures
and building blocks for distributed multimedia applications
(DMMA) with a total of seven papers.
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programmer control over details of audio and video make it
appear rather antiquated today, but it sure was one of the
stage-setting contributions. Beteus was one of quite a number of platforms for workstation-based multimedia collaboration and stood out as to its build-in flexibility. Extensibility however was very limited. Medusa is rather unique as
to its hardware: it investigates the extension of ATM into
a so-called desk-area network, where devices (such as cameras, monitors, storage) are directly hooked to ATM. This
dependence on new networking technology is the reason for
Medusa to use a number of proprietary solutions where programmers would in the long run like to see standards (such as
Corba) to be applied. Medusa is an important milestone towards a future solution. IMA finally tried to apply standards
such as Corba, but still incorporates some concepts which appear to be overloaded (no. of components needed to set up
a stream), out-dated (proprietary message-based communication), and power-lacking (point-to-point only streams). In
the second half of their talk, Blum and Molva presented their
own contribution called A P M T (application pool and multimedia terminal) which excels with a high degree of extensibility, standard-compliance (Corba), support for multipoint
stream-like connections ("connector box") and sophisticated
runtime management.
Roy Campbell, one of the authors, presented the paper by
Qian et al. [13]. He argued very much in favor of harmonizing the vast amount of efforts in DMMA engineering with the
upcoming standards for distributed application development,
Corba in particular, is proposed T O M A architecture complements Corba with special support for multimedia; thereby,
customizable interfaces to relevant network and operating system services are provided and the (in this context) inappropriate Corba event service is complemented by a multimediaproof TOMA-specific solution.
In contrast to the above, Bochmann et al. [14] presented a
solution which is still very non-standard. Their talk revealed
that the non-conformance to standards is the penalty paid
for an outstanding level of sophistication, including support
for dynamic QoS negotiation, flexible mapping of high-level
to low-level semantics (eft item 2b in section 1.2), and distribution transparency. Their proposed solution focuses on
News-on-Demand applications.
While the MPE types introduced in the talks of Fritzsche
[15] and Barth [18] seemed to suffer a bit from the "yet another" syndrome, they both advanced the state of the art
in MPE specification and configuration support. Fritzsche
emphasized formal specification support with custom specification languages and use of ASN.1, Barth made a convincing demonstration of his graphical run-time configuration tool
based on the MPE model called CINEMA.

In their invited talk, Blum and Molva [12] provided an indepth comparison between four software platforms for DMMA
development: Touring Machine by Belcore, Beteus by Eure- Frick's [17] MPE components are not of the "yet another"
corn, Medusa by Olivetti, and the IMA standard which was kind, but complement the long list of MPE contributions cited
already cited. Key observations reported by Blum and Molva (in section 1.2, in the invited talk, in the "day one" contriinclude the following: Touring Machine as a "pioneer" coped butions) in that they belong to a higher level of abstraction.
with hybrid analog/digital applications and was among the Frick's MPE can be used in order to describe the scenario of
first to define MPE types. Its monolithic API and lack of
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use, including participants and documents used in a collaborative setting, and including workflow-like combinations of
different such scenarios. An early version of a formal specification aid for the (high-level) cooperation protocol was also
presented, to be developed further.
Another rather complementary contribution to the "day one"
topic was made by Eliassen & Nicol [lfi]. They brought up
the importance of type checking in the stream context: when
connecting MPEs via streams, such support can assure compliance between the components connected. The convincing
presentation of the difficulties associated with the issue was
followed by the introduction of a solution developed by the
authors. The solution was related to the Corba and ODP
standards for distributed applications.
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ground, but related their lifecycle considerations to a more
general view where documents and software become blurred
as described above. Their "discourse-driven" lifecycle-model
seems to be much more adequate for multimedia than traditional "requirements-driven" models known in software engineering.
Morris and Finkelstein's observation t h a t the essence of multimedia engineering is the combination of artifacts rather than
their creation represented an excellent bridge to the second
session. There, three papers concentrated on the synchronization of multiple media into multimedia, providing approaches
which complement known synchronization models. Vuong et
al. [23] extended and improved the well-known, PetriNetbased O P C N notation, Vazirgiannis et al. [24] covered synchronization in time and space, an aspect which is as yet underrepresented in the literature, and Shish et al. [25] adopted
the Z notation and thus started a new 'line' of synchronization
models which promises more far-reaching support for formal
checks.

In summary, day one contributed to QoS and stream issues
and in particular to item 1 listed under "semantics" in section 1.2. In line with the observations about the state of
the art mentioned there, the MMSD contributions emphasized sub-items l a and lb, but they also contributed to lc
(Bochmann, Frick). The good news were considerable ad- Two papers emphasized hypermedia standards.
RSsch
vancements in m a n y fields related to DMMA development, B~ntsch [26] reviewed the M H E G and H T M L standards and
the bad news were that a common reference model and archi- came to a surprising conclusion: while M H E G as an elabotecture for M P E is not yet in reach and that compliance with rate standard offers a large number of concepts for compiling
standards for distributed apphcation development makes it multimedia presentation its functionality can be prototyped
hard to cope with advanced multimedia-specific issues such in J a v a with a considerably lower effort. The consequences
m a y be far-reaching as to how standards and their use will
as dynamic QoS negotiation (which is not surprising).
evolve. Leidig & RSsch [27] presented a sophisticated graphDay two started with a much-acclaimed keynote that brought
ical editor fQr MHEG-based multimedia authoring, relieving
a refreshing insight into an attractive application domain: the
at least some of the M H E G burden a b o u t which BKntsch had
movie industry. Peter Krieg's [19] vision of "digital Hollycomplained. Their authoring tool is based on a tool-buildingwood" as a world-spanning digital multimedia virtual entertool that supports easy adoption to other standards and base
prise projected much increased demands on the software side.
platforms.
The must urgent requirement concluded for the software engineering community was lifecycle-support, a topic which had The final session brought up two disjunct issues t h a t embeen pretty much left out on day one.
phasized issues underrepresented in the other contributions:
Koumpis et al [28] treated user modeling for multi-modal user
At this point, another open question was emphasized: the
interfaces, a predominant problem t h a t comes up as multimehistorical gap between software development and document
dia is about to dramatically increase the diversity of user increation (authoring). Multimedia tends to make the boundterfaces. Li et al. [29] set the final point with a quite astonisharies between software and documents become blurred (cf.,
ing experience gained with a security-enhanced M P E G video
e.g., the difference between a captured video on disk and a
player: their tool turned out to be only marginally slower than
computer-generated video created on-the-fly), but the comknown video players! The reason obviously lies in the fact t h a t
munities that come together (and their concepts, jargon, etc.)
much of the run-time overhead of decryption is bound to diskstay as yet rather disjunct.
to-memory operations. The clever implementation presented
The first session of day one addressed lifecycle issues and is interleaving M P E G decompression and decryption in a way
brought this gap to evidence. Fedchak et al. [20] looked at that minimizes the decryption overhead
electronic publishing on the web. Their presentation was govIn summary, day two brought the importance of dedicated
erned by a lot of experience with W W W and led to an interlifecycle support and the gap between the software and the
esting t a x o n o m y of web documents which were related to lifedocument "worlds" to evidence; i m p o r t a n t contributions were
cycle issues. Interesting parallels to historic landmarks of softmade in this respect, but m a n y issues still deserve further
ware engineering were drawn. Lux [21] brought up an effect of
research. The state of the art in synchronization models was
using "realistic" multimedia interfaces (based, e.g., on virtual
advanced and M H E G was put into perspective.
reality): such interfaces put particular requirements on the
trustworthiness of the applications behind. Lux' major con- In addition, quite a number of focused contributions were
tribution was a design methodology that helps to increase this made, not only by the last two papers presented
trustworthiness, based on particular object-oriented patterns.
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E d i t o r ' s Filler
Heard any good quotes lately? If so, send t h e m in to
SEN.
I will use t h e m as fillers like this one :-)

